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Why Focus on Gaming AI ?
“Drosophila” to genetics is what “games” to AI research.
Games drives the research of AI frontiers.
Simple rules but with deep concepts.
Designing winning strategies are intriguing, thousands of years of history.
Microeconomic encapsulates real world business, e.g., energy system,
auction system, Uber order-dispatching.

Games is a multi-agent system with co-evolution learners.
Great place for landing multi-agent reinforcement learning techniques.

Games are fun by itself, and gaming business is a cash cow
for making profits.

Why Zero-sum Games in Particular ?
Many questions in machine learning itself are inherently zero-sum.
Training GANs.
All kinds of Poker games, chess, GO, stock market, etc.
The idea of maximising the worst-case scenario, i.e., robustness.

Two-player Zero-sum games in tabular case has solution.
There are many ways to solve a two-player zero-sum games, e.g., LP, minimising regret.
In many-player case, there exists standard evaluation algorithms, e.g., NashConv / exploitability.

There are still a lot of very hard open-questions in the zero-sum games.
For example, how to find a saddle point in non-convex non-concave setting. This in turn can help better
understand the tools we are developing in the deep learning era.

Recent Advantages for Gaming AI
Great advantages have been made in 2019!
Jan 2016

Dec 2017

July 2018

Jan 2019

Apr 2019

July 2019

Sep 2019

AlphaGO Series
AlphaStar (DeepMind)

technique of single-agent
decision-making is mature

Capture-the-flag (DeepMind)

Pluribus Poker (FAIR)

Dota2 (OpenAI)

Hide and Seek (OpenAI)

techniques of multi-agent decision-making is getting mature !

Our Goal: to find some good policies that can solve the game
Output: the reward (R
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What does “good” mean in zero-sum games.

Br (π ) = arg max Eai∼πi,a−i∼π−i[R (a , a )]
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Exploitability measures the distance to a Nash Equilibrium

Problem Formulation of Two-Player Zero-Sum Games

ϕ:

Let’s formulate the self-play process.
Suppose two agents, agent 1 adopts policy parameterised by v ∈ ℝd, and agent 2 adopts policy w ∈ ℝd.
They can be considered as two neural networks.
Define a functional-form game (FFG) [Balduzzi 2019] to be represented by a function

ϕ:V×W→ℝ
RL model

RL model

ϕ represents the game rule, it is anti-symmetrical.
ϕ > 0 means agent 1 wins over agent 2, the higher ϕ(v, w) the better for agent 1.
with ϕw( ∙ ) := ϕ( ∙ , w), we can have the best response defined by:

v′ := Br(w) = Oracle(v, ϕw( ⋅ )) s.t. ϕw (v′) > ϕw(v) + ϵ

Oracle: a god tells us how to beat the enemy, it can be implemented by a RL algorithm, for example
PPO + PBT as we have mentioned early, or other optimiser such as evolutionary algorithm.

Computing Nash Equilibrium via LP
Treat meta game as a normal-form game, and compute Nash equilibrium by LP.
In two-player zero-sum discrete case, it can be solved in polynomial time. The matrix
⊤
A𝔓 is anti-symmetrical, i.e., A𝔓 = − A𝔓.
A𝔓 := {ϕ(wi, wj) : (wi, wj) ∈ 𝔓 × 𝔓} =: ϕ(𝔓 ⊗ 𝔓)

The minimax theorem is a natural outcome of the duality theorem in LP.
Prime problem

Dual problem

max v
v∈ℝ
⊤

s.t. p

A𝔓 ⪰ v ⋅ 1
⊤

p ⪰ 0 and p 1 = 1

/

Minimax theorem

max min p⊤A𝔓q

min v

v∈ℝ
s.t. q⊤A⊤
𝔓

p

⪯v⋅1
⊤

q ⪰ 0 and q 1 = 1

q

= min max p⊤A𝔓q
q

p

However, real-world games are open-ended, since there are infinitely many strategies.
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A Naive Self-play Approach to Our Goal
Let’s do the alchemy for multi-agent learning.
Define the “good” to be winning ratio/maximising reward.
Select one learning algorithm: PPO/TRPO, MADDPG/QMIX.
Select one hyper-parameter tuning model:, e.g., PBT [Jaderberg 2017].
Start to self-play: iteratively do best response.

Master equation of designing gaming AIs for any 2-player games.

self-plays

PPO + PBT + Self-play = Nothing unhackable

(π , π ) → (π , π
1

2

1

2,*

= Br(π )) → (π
1

1,*

= Br(π ), π )
2,*

2,*

A Naive Self-play Approach to Our Goal
Let’s formulate the self-play process.
Behavorial cloning on existing players’ data + PPO
= Nothing unhackable

PPO + PBT + Self-play = Nothing unhackable

(π , π ) → (π , π
1

2

1

2,*

= Br(π )) → (π
1

1,*

= Br(π ), π )
,2*

2,*

(π , π ) → (π , π
1

2

1

2,*

= Br(π ))

Or,
even worse

Recall v′ := Br(w) = Oracle(v, ϕw( ⋅ )) s.t. ϕw (v′) > ϕw(v) + ϵ

1

The Naive Approach of Self-play Will Not Work
Question: Can we use it as a general framework to solve any games?
PPO + PBT + Self-play = panacea ?

It depends. In most of the games, it does not work.

The Naive Approach of Self-play Will Not Work
See some counter-examples
Rock-Paper-Scissor game:

Disc game:

0
−1
[ 1

1
0
−1

−1
1
]
0

0, −1
ϕ(v, w) = v ⋅
⋅ w = v1w2 − v2w1
(1, 0 )
⊤

or any games that meets the Conservation law

∫W

ϕ(v, w) ⋅ dw = 0, ∀v ∈ W

Theoretically, Self-play Does Not Work
Every FFG can be decomposed into two parts [Balduzzi 2019]
FFG = Transitive game ⊕ In-transitive/Cyclic game
Let v, w ∈ W be a compact set and ϕ(v, w) prescribe the flow from v to w, then this is
a natural result after applying combinatorial hodge theory [Jiang 2011].
If we define gradient, divergence, and curl operators to be
grad( f )(v, w) := f(v) − f(w)
div(ϕ)(v) := ∫W ϕ(v, w) ⋅ dw

Note: these are different
operators from basic calculus

curl(ϕ)(u, v, w) := ϕ(u, v) + ϕ(v, w) − ϕ(u, w)
We can write any games ϕ as summation of two orthogonal components
ϕ = grad ∘ div(ϕ) + (ϕ − grad ∘ div(ϕ))
curl(⋅)=0

div(⋅)=0

Transitive game

Cyclic game

Theoretically, Self-play Does Not Work
Every FFG can be decomposed into two parts
FFG = Transitive game ⊕ In-transitive/Cyclic game
Transitive Game: the rules of winning are transitive across different players.

vt beats vt−1, vt+1 beats vt → vt+1 beats vt−1
Example: Elo rating (段位) offers rating scores f( ⋅ ) that assume transitivity.

ϕ(v, w) = softmax(f(v) − f(w))

Larger score means you are likely to win over players with lower scores.
Elo score is widely used in GO and Chess.
This explains why you don’t want to play with rookies, when f(vt) ≫ f(w) ,
∇v ϕ (vt, w) ≈ 0

Theoretically, Self-play Does Not Work
Every FFG can be decomposed into two parts
FFG = Transitive game ⊕ In-transitive/Cyclic game
Cyclic Game: the rules of winning are not-transitive across different players.

vt beats vt−1, vt+1 beats vt ↛ vt+1 beats vt−1
Mutual dominance across different types of modules in a game. This is commonly
observed in modern MOBA games.

For this types of game, self-play is not helpful at all because transitivity
assumption does not hold. Self-play will lead to cyclic loops forever.

Physical Meaning of Decomposition in Normal-form Games
Any normal-form games can be decomposed into two parts [Candogan 2010]:
Normal-form Game = Potential Game ⊕ Hamonic Game
Transitive (Potential game): the single-agent component in the multi-agent learning.
Eπi,π−i [Ri (s, asi, as−i)]−Eπ′i,π−i [Ri (s, as′i, as−i)]

= Eπi,π−i [𝒫 (s, asi, as−i)] − Eπ′i,π−i [𝒫 (s, as′i, as−i)]

(0, 0)

(1, 2)

0

2

(2, 1)

(0, 0)

2

1

Cyclic (Harmonic game): the origin of limited cycles, uniformly random strategy is always a Nash.

Example of decomposition:

=

+

+

Visualisation of Transitive and In-transitive Games
Let us define the evaluation matrix for a population of N agents to be

A𝔓 := {ϕ(wi, wj) : (wi, wj) ∈ 𝔓 × 𝔓} =: ϕ(𝔓 ⊗ 𝔓)

ϕ(vi, wj)

[Balduzzi 2019]

Empirically, Self-play Did Not Work Either!
Example on training AlphaStar:

[Vinyals 2019, Table 3]

Example on training Soccer AI:

[Karol 2020, table 2]

Example on training AlphaGO:

[Silver 2016, table 9]

Real World Games Look Like Spinning Tops.
Real-world games are mixtures of both transitive and
in-transitive components, e.g., Go, DOTA, StarCraft II.
Though winning is often harder than losing a game,
finding a strategy that always loses is also challenging.
Players who regularly practice start to beat less skilled
players, this corresponds to the transitive dynamics.
At certain level (the red part), players will start to find
many different strategy styles. Despite not providing a
universal advantage against all opponents, players will
counter each other within the same transitive group.
This provide direct information of improvement.
As players get stronger to the highest level, seeing many
strategy styles, the outcome relies mostly on skill and
less on one particular game styles (以不变应万变).
[Czarnecki 2020]
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In this talk, we only look at “big” games where doing planning is hard
Output: the reward (R

1

When planning is feasible (game tree is
easily accessible), existing techniques can
solve the games really well.

N

,...,R )

Perfect-information games:
MCTS, alpha-beta search, AlphaGO series
(AlphaZero, MuZero, etc)

Black-box multi-agent
game engine

Imperfect-information:
CFR series (DeepCFR, Libratus/Pluribus,
Deepstack), XFP/NFSP series
Poker type
Planning is not always feasible. StarCraft has
1026 choices per step (vs. the game tree size of
chess 1050, Texas holdem 1080, GO 10170)
Enumerating all policies’ actions at each state
and then playing a randomise best response is
infeasible (i.e. RPS can not apply)
Input: a joint strategy (π 1, . . . , π N)

Solution: design a game of game — meta-game,
the problem problem, auto-curricula.
StarCraft type

The Necessity of Studying Meta-games.
In RPS, if we have a population of agents, each of them plays R/P/S type, and if we randomise over the
agents in the population, it equals to we have a randomised policy in the underlying game.
Thus, we model at the policy level, e.g., aggressive/passive styles of policies, rather than state-action level.
Now the “action” will be [RL Model 1, RL Model 2], and the “policy” will be [30%, 70%].

a policy/
an RL model
atomic
action
Two-player
stochastic game

shift focus to a
meta-game

It has many names: meta-game, empirical game, the problem problem, auto-curricula.

How Does Meta-games Look Like
Examples of meta-games on AlphaGO and AlphaStar.

a policy/
a model

[Silver 2016, table 9]

[AlphaStar blog]

Understanding the game structure helps develop solutions
We should have a clear idea of why we use a method rather than hacking by trail and error from
the beginning. Never use “reinforcement learning” to design reinforcement learning algorithms!

}

[Czarnecki 2020]

where
self-play
works

Fictitious Play [Brown 1951]
Maintain a belief over the historical actions that the opponent has played, and the
learning agent then takes the best response to this empirical distribution.
t−1
1
t,*
t
τ
ai ∈ BRi(p−i =
ℐ {a−i = a, a ∈ 𝔸})
t∑
τ=0
1
1
t+1
t
t,*
pi = (1 − )pi + ai , for all i
t
t
It guarantees to converge, in terms of the Nash value, in two-player zero-sum games,
and, potential games which include fully-cooperative games.
Examples:

∞ (1/2, 1/2) (1/2, 1/2)

Generalised Weakened Fictitious Play [Leslie 2006]
It releases the FP by allowing approximate best response and perturbed average
strategy updates, while maintaining the same convergence guarantee if conditions met.
ϵ
Bri (p−i)
t+1
pi

t

= {pi : Ri(pi, p−i) ≥ Ri(Bri(p−i), p−i) − ϵ}

= (1 − α

t → ∞, αt → 0,ϵ → 0,

t
p
) i

t+1

+α

ϵ
t+1
Br
(p
)+M
,
for
all
i
−i
i )
(

t+1

i

k−1

i+1 i+1
α = ∞ , {M t} meets lim sup
α
M
∑
{ ∑
t→∞ k

t

t=1

i=t

k−1

s.t.

∑
i=t

α

i+1

≤ T} = 0

t

Recovers normal Fictitious Play when α = 1/t, ϵt = 0,Mt = 0.
Why important: it allows us to use a broad class of best responses such as RL
algorithms, and also, the policy exploration, e.g., the entropy term in soft-Q learning, can
now be considered through the M term.

Double Oracle [McMahan 2003]
Double Oracle is also an iterated best response method, the difference is that, it best
responds to the opponent’s Nash equilibrium at each iteration.
If the newly added best response is already in the strategy pool, then terminate.
Why “Oracle”: the search for a best response is guided by an oracle.
It guarantees to converge to minimax equilibrium in finite games.
π23

π13

⋯
[Bosansky 2016]

Double Oracle [McMahan 2003]
Example on solving RPS games.
Agents are initialised with only a subset of the all strategies, the intuition is that they
can solve the game before seeing all strategies of the game. In the worst-case
scenario, it recovers to solve the original game.
iteration 0: restricted game R vs R
iteration 1:
solve Nash of restricted game
(1, 0, 0) , (1, 0, 0)
1
2
unrestricted Br , Br = P, P
iteration 2:
solve Nash of restricted games
(0, 1, 0) , (0, 1, 0)
1
2
unrestricted Br , Br = S, S
iteration 3:
solve Nash of restricted game
(1/3, 1/3, 1/3) , (1/3, 1/3, 1/3)
iteration 4: no new response, END
output (1/3, 1/3, 1/3)

Time comparison to Linear Program

Policy Space Response Oracle [Lanctot 2017]
A generalisation of double oracle methods on meta-games,
with the best responser is implemented through deep RL
algorithms.
A meta-game is (Π, U, n) where Π = (Π1, . . . , Πn) is the
n
set of policies for each agent and U : Π → ℝ is the
reward values for each agent given a joint strategy profile.
0
T
(Π1, . . . , Π1 ) ,

σ−i is distribution over
PSRO generalises all
previous methods by setting different forms of σ−i.
independent learning: σ−i = (0,...,0,0,1)
self-play: σ−i = (0,...,0,1,0)
fictitious play: σ−i = (1/T,1/T, . . . ,1/T,0)

PSRO: σ−i = Nash(ΠT−1, U) or RD(ΠT−1, U)

select opponent policies
compute the best response
augment strategy pool
expand the
payoff matrix
solve the new
meta game

A General Framework of Game Solvers

6

4

[Muller 2020]

5

A General Framework of Game Solvers
Output: the reward (R

1

N

,...,R )

Black-box multi-agent
game engine

A General
Game Solver
Input

Output

A population of policies that approximate
Nash Equilibrium (i.e. have low exploitability)
Input: a joint strategy (π 1, . . . , π N)
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Why Modelling Diversity ?
Diversity matters because the more diverse the strategy pool,
the less un-exploitable. Promoting diversity can help you walk
out of the in-transitive region faster.

In real-world applications, you want policies to be diverse
enough, covering different skill levels. This is a realistic need
from autonomous driving and gaming AI applications.
One cannot solve by simply adding an entropy term, because
the diversity is among the population not action.

Zero-sum games tend to have small Nash
Support. Without diversity, lots of training
efforts are wasted!

Tricks in AlphaStar [Oriol 2019]
1.Most diversity still comes from human data !

πθ (at ∣ st, z) = ℙ [at ∣ st, z]

3.Prioritised fictitious self-play (PFSP): focus more on
the unbeatable opponents. Select opponent B
according to the score of

The policy is also conditioned on a statistic z that
summarises a strategy sampled from human data

2.League Training: add different levels of exploiters (main
exploiters and league exploiters) to the population.

ℙ[B beats A]
∑C∈𝒞 ℙ[C beats A]

Main exploiter:
exploit main agents
League exploiter:
exploit the whole league

League exploiter resets every two days, and it still can
improve in Elo score! This tells that StarCraft has strong
non-transitivity in the policy space!

Put three tricks together

z

The
population
pool

Rectifying Nash for Diversity [Balduzzi 2019]
key changes: only selecting opponents that I
have already won over (i.e. rectifying the Nash)

vt+1 ← oracle(vt ,

pt[i] ⋅ ⌊ϕwi( ∙ )⌋ )
∑
+

wi∈𝔓t

Intuition: maintaining strength can keep
exploring larger and large strategy space
(强者恒强/马太效应)

This however contradicts with the
PFSP trick used in AlphaStar !

diversity can also help explore the strategy space more
eﬃciently and eﬀectively

Pipeline PSRO [McAleer 2020]
1.A counter-example that PSRO-Rectified-Nash could fail (there is
really no one diversity metric that works).

2. Diversity can came from training more best-response policies!

Game size: 10

50

Our Recent Work: Diverse-PSRO
1.Go back to the first principle: diversity should be defined on the sense of orthogonality.
Determinantal Point Process [Alex Kulesza 2013] : a point process parameterised by a distance kernel.

w(i), i ∈ Y

DPP(𝓛) := ℙℒ(Y = Y) ∝ det(𝓛Y ) = Vol ({wi}i∈Y)
2

Our Recent Work: Diverse-PSRO
1.Go back to the first principle: diversity should be defined on the sense of orthogonality.
Policy diversity can be measured through their pay-off vectors, i.e., ℒ𝕊 = MM⊤.
The expected cardinality of DPP is the diversity metric.

Diversity (𝕊) = 𝔼Y∼ℙℒ[ | Y | ] = Tr (I − (ℒ𝕊 + I) )
−1

Our Recent Work: Diverse-PSRO
1.Go back to the first principle: diversity should be defined on the sense of orthogonality.

Based on diversity metric, we can design diversity-aware fictitious play and PSRO
−1
Diversity (𝕊) = 𝔼Y∼ℙℒ[ | Y | ] = Tr (I − (ℒ𝕊 + I) )
Diverse Fictitious Play

i
−i
BRϵ (π )

Diverse PSRO

= arg max [G (π, π ) + τ ⋅ Diversity (𝕊 ∪ {π})]
i

−i

i

π∈Δ𝕊i

O (π ) = arg max
π (S ) ⋅ ϕ (Sθ, S ) + τ ⋅ Diversity (𝕊 ∪ {Sθ})
∑
d
2
2
θ∈ℝ
1

2

2

S ∈𝕊

2

2

1

RL Model

Our diversity is strictly concave, so diverse best response is unique, and the algorithm share the
same convergence guarantee as GWFP.
We also prove that Gamescape (𝕊) ⊊ Gamescape (𝕊 ∪ {Sθ}) where the gamescape is the convex
polytope spanned by the mixture of the strategies in the population.

Our Recent Work: Diverse-PSRO
1.Go back to the first principle: diversity should be defined on the sense of orthogonality.

0

Policy Level
1
2

3

Time Step

0

1

Fixed Policy
Converged policy
Active Policy

2

how the diverse best response works

the most efficient zero-sum game solver so far!

Our Recent Work: Diverse-PSRO
1.Go back to the first principle: diversity should be defined on the sense of orthogonality.

DPP can also be used on cooperative MARL, see Q-DPP [Yaodong 2020]
1.DPP can also be used as a general function approximator in MARL, which unifies QMIX,VDN, QTRAN….
π

The DPP kernel 𝓛 can represent the joint Q-function Q (o, a).

Q (o, a) := log det(𝓛Y={(o1t , a1),…,(oNt , aN)}∈𝒞(ot))
π

Example: single-state three-player three-action task, the
probability of all agents select their second action is
represented by the following sampling process of DPP.
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Double Oracle/PSRO does not tell how to exploit opponents
1. Nash is unexploitbale, but when a player always plays Rock, you should play Paper rather than (1/3, 1/3, 1/3).
2. Double Oracle/PSRO assumes both players play the worst-case scenario, can be too pessimistic during training.
3. Online learning provides an artillery about how to exploit opponents through minimising regret.
What we want:
if opponents play c1, c2, . . . , cT, we want the player to have π1, π2, . . . , πT s.t.
T

too pessimistic

RT
⊤
⊤
lim
= 0, RT = max
πt Act − π Act)
(
T→∞ T
π∈ΔΠ ∑
t=1

What we know:
hedge algorithm/multiplicative weight update can achieve no-regret property
if one follows the below update
exp (−μt a Act)
i⊤

πt+1(i) = πt(i)

,
∀i
n
⊤
i
∑i=1 πt(i)exp (−μt a Act)

∈ [n]

Online Double Oracle = Online Learning + Double Oracle
1. If one changes the red part to MWU, the learning player can achieve the regret bound of
T

T

1
πt, lt⟩ − min
π, lt⟩ ≤
⟨
⟨
T (∑
π∈Π ∑
)
t=1
t=1

k log(k)
2T

where k is the support of Nash equilibrium, not the full game size!.
2. If two ODO players are put into self-play, they will converge to a Nash equilibrium. In fact,
any two no-regret players will converge to Nash when they play against each other.

Online Double Oracle = Online Learning + Double Oracle
1. ODO demonstrates strong performance in terms of using less calls of best responses.
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A System-Level Thinking on the Game Solver
Remaining Challenges:
1. Game evaluation needs additional
many computational power
2. We don’t know how many
computing resources needed in
advance. Population can grow.

League Manager
Game Evaluation

Evaluate model performance

Actor
Actor
Actor

Actors produce
trajectories for
Learners

Observations
Inference Servers
produce actions
based on observation

Actions

Inference Server

PSRO, diversity happens here

Opponent Selector

Spawn/Terminate Actor/Learners
Trajectories

Environment
Environment
Environment

3. Mirco-services + gRPC are not
optimal design. Need to think on
the data-flow level.
4. Effectiveness on cooperative
games.

Learner
Learner
Model
Model

Read model
Read model

Learners train the
model based on
trajectories
Write model

Population Storage

Model
Model

Model
[Mai Luo, Yaodong Yang 2021]

Model

Population Model
Store stores the
parameters of
opponent neural
networks

Additional Resources:
If you want to know more details about PSRO and its variations, please refer to
Talk: https://www.bilibili.com/video/av969218959/
Slides: https://rlchina.org/lectures/lecture11.pdf
If you want to study game theory and multi-agent RL in one paper, please refer to
https://arxiv.org/abs/2011.00583
If you want to get hands on to solving some two-player zero-sum games, e.g., Poker/Chess
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2103.00187.pdf
https://github.com/aicenter/openspiel_reproductions
If you want to join my team: send your CV to ukrdjobs@huawei.com
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